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1 General 
The LVD-D2-series detectors are dual channel microprocessor based inductive loop vehicle 
detectors, designed to detect vehicles of various size, like bicycles, motorcycles, passenger 
cars, trucks and trailers. 
A vehicle detector detects the presence of a vehicle by means of the metal in the vehicle. 
The metal creates an induction change in a system consisting of a loop, buried under the 
road surface, and a detector. 
The detector creates a signal when a vehicle is detected. This signal can be used to control a 
(motorised) gate, barrier, door, bollard, etc. 
The DIP-switches on the front allow settings for loop frequency, loop sensitivity, Automatic 
Sensitivity Boost and Presence OFF/ON. 
The Jumpers inside the housing allow settings for AB-logic (detect the direction in which the 
vehicle passes the two loops) and Pulse or Presence function of the two relays. 
 
Typical uses include free-exit loops, safety loops, closing loops for traffic barriers, arming 
loops for access control equipment, and general vehicle sensing applications.  
 
2. Installation of the detector 
The detector must be installed in a convenient weatherproof location and as close to the loop 
as possible. 
Temperatures of this location must remain between -20 °C and +65 °C. 
The housing of the detector must be free of other devices for a distance of about 10 mm, in 
order to be able to dissipate its produced heat. 
 
3. Safety Notes 

 The installer and the operator are responsible for the correct and safe installation and 
operation of a vehicle detection system. 

 To allow correct and safe functioning of a vehicle detection system, the types of 
vehicles to be detected when passing over the loop, must be considered. 

 Please note that vehicles with a low amount of metal or vehicles with the metal high 
above the road surface, like certain trucks, may be difficult or impossible to detect by 
a vehicle detection system. 

 The correct installation of the loop into or under the road surface is the responsibility 
of the installer. Milling a loop too deep in steel-reinforced concrete slabs can have 
catastrophic consequences! 

 When milling a groove in the road surface for the loop, please consider any safety 
note for the tools you are using. 

 Damages to the insulation of the loop wire, the feed line or the joints must be avoided, 
as otherwise the correct functioning of a vehicle detection system is not guaranteed. 

 For more information on how to install a loop, see our “Installation Manual for loops 
DVM (English).pdf”. 
 

4. Warnings to the installer 
 

 Before plugging-in or unplugging or working on this unit disconnect the power supply 
 The unit must be correctly earthed upon installation 
 Only qualified personnel are allowed to provide installation and service 
 Opening the unit is limited to an authorised personnel only, as the use of these 

jumpers can cause faulty operation of the detector if done by inexperienced 
personnel. There are no serviceable parts inside! 

 When working on-site, ensure safety for personnel and vehicles by closing-off access 
to the site.  
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5. Operating mode 
 
The combination of a loop under the road surface and a capacitor in the detector form an LC 
oscillator. The resonance frequency of this oscillator is determined by the capacity of the 
capacitor and the inductance of the loop. 
This resonance frequency can be influenced by either changing the geometry of the loop or 
by the settings in the detector. 
The lower the inductance of the loop, the higher the resonance frequency of the oscillator. 
The frequency ranges between 20 and 170 kHz. 
The detector generates an alternating current through the unoccupied loop, and the loop 
builds an alternating magnetic field around itself. The magnetic field lines close along the 
shortest path around the loop. The oscillator now resonates at the basic frequency F0. 
When a (metal) vehicle drives over the loop it enters the magnetic field around the loop. The 
magnetic field lines are deflected and can no longer close along the shortest path. This 
reduces the inductance of the loop and the resonance frequency of the oscillator increases. 
The detector detects this change in resonance frequency, and if the frequency change 
exceeds a set level (the sensitivity settings) an output signal is generated by the detector: 
the vehicle detector has detected the vehicle! 
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6. Operating parameters, set on the front panel 
 

 
 
6.1 Detector tuning 
The detector fully automatically starts the tuning procedure after power is applied to the 
detector. When the settings on the detector are changed or when a new loop is attached to 
the detector, use the Reset button to initiate a new tuning procedure. The detector will tune 
to any loop with an induction between 50 and 1.000μH (microHenry). This wide range allows 
for most loop configurations and feeder distances to be accepted. However, ideal is an 
induction between 100 and 300 μH. For guidelines as to how create an optimal loop and 
feeder-line combination, see our brochure “Installation manual for loops DVM (English).pdf””. 
 
6.2 Presence operation (default on PCB) 
The Presence output will be switched continuously to ON as long as a vehicle is present over 
the induction loop. 
 
6.3 Presence settings 
In the “limited” Presence mode, presence ON is available for only a limited time, due to a 
compensation circuitry in the detector for environmental changes (like rain starting) as long 
as a vehicle is over the induction loop. This means the Presence output will fall back to OFF 
after a certain period, even if the vehicle is still over the induction loop. Allow a maximum 
presence time of 10 minutes! 
If “permanent” Presence mode is selected, presence ON is maintained indefinitely, as long 
as the vehicle is over the induction loop. This means that the compensation circuitry for 
environmental changes does not function. 
Limited or permanent Presence for both loops is selected by DIP-switch 8. 
ON means permanent presence, OFF means limited Presence. 
 
Note 1: The Presence outputs are a so-called fail-safe output. This means that if there is a 
failure in power or in the inductance loop, the output will switch to ON. 
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6.4 Sensitivity settings 
The sensitivity of the detector to changes in the inductivity of the loop, due to the presence of 
vehicles, depends on factors like loop geometry, number of turns in the loop,  length and 
quality (like number of twists per meter) of the feeder line and the presence of fixed and 
moving metal objects in the vicinity of the induction loop. 
The sensitivity can be adapted to these factors in four steps by means of DIP-switches. 
DIP-switches 3 + 4 for Loop 1, DIP-switches 5+6 for Loop 2. 
The middle sensitivity is optimised for vehicles. Detection of vehicles with less metal, like 
bicycles and motorcycles, can be avoided by selecting a lower sensitivity. However, if 
detection of these vehicles is actually required, this can be achieved by selecting a higher 
sensitivity. 
 

ON ON ON ON 

                                  
                                
                                

3   4 3   4 3   4 3   4 

Low 
Middle 
Low 

Middle 
High    High 

 
6.5 Automatic Sensitivity Boost (ASB) function 
ASB or Automatic Sensitivity Boost is a means to improve detection of high-bed trucks and 
vehicle-trailer combinations. 
When ASB is switched OFF, the detector will react in the way selected by the sensitivity 
setting. 
When ASB is switched ON, only the basic detection level is determined by the sensitivity 
settings. However, when a vehicle is detected the sensitivity level is automatically boosted to 
the maximum level, and maintained at that level as long as the vehicle is over the induction 
loop. When the vehicle exits the induction loop and detection is lost, the sensitivity reverts to 
the value determined by the sensitivity setting. 
In this way the detection signal will be postponed until the complete high-bed vehicle or 
vehicle-trailer combination has passed completely and premature closing of the barrier or 
gate will be avoided. 
ASB ON or OFF for both loops is selected by DIP-switch 7.  
 
6.6 Frequency settings 
In case other loops are in the vicinity, this may lead to interference, also called cross-talk, 
between the loops, and thus erroneous operation of the detector. Cross-talk can be limited 
by ensuring that the loops are spaced sufficiently apart (a distance of 2 meters between 
adjacent edges is required). As a second correction method, the frequencies of the LC-
oscillators (see description in Chapter 5) may be shifted to different values. As a general rule, 
the detector with the greatest induction of its loop should be set to operate at the lowest 
frequency. And consequently, the detector with the lowest induction of its loop should be set 
to operate at the highest frequency. 
The frequency shift for Loop 1 is selected by DIP-switch 1: 
ON means Low, OFF means high frequency. 
The frequency shift for Loop 2 is selected by DIP-switch 2: 
ON means Low, OFF means high frequency. 
 
 
6.7 Reset switch 
After an induction loop is connected to the detector and power is applied, the detector 
automatically goes through a tuning procedure. 
Re-tuning is required after any change in the settings of the Dip-switches and after moving 
the detector from one induction loop to another induction loop. 
Use the Reset switch to initiate a re-tuning procedure. 
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7. Operating parameters, set inside the housing 
 

 
 
 
7.1 Pulse or Presence settings 
When Pulse output is selected, the relay will be switched to ON for a duration of 500 ms and 
then falls back to OFF. 
When Presence output is selected, the relay will be switched continuously to ON as long as a 
vehicle is present over the induction loop. 
Pulse or Present mode is selected by Jumpers  on the Printed Circuit board (PCB). 
Jumper on LK5 for Loop 2; Closed means Presence (default), Open means Pulse. 
Jumper on LK6 for Loop 1; Closed means Presence (default), Open means Pulse. 
 

 
 
 
 
Note 2: The Pulse outputs are not fail-safe outputs, and will not switch-over if there is a 
failure in power. 
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7.2 AB-logic 
The AB-logic mode means that the detector uses the two loops to determine the direction of 
a vehicle over the loops. The loops have to be positioned in such a way that a vehicle passes 
over them in sequence A→B when moving in one direction and in reverse order B→A when 
moving in the opposite direction. 
 
In this mode Relay 1 switches (and the green DETECTION 1 LED flashes) when a vehicle is 
detected moving in direction A→B, and Relay 2 switches (and the green DETECTION 2 LED 
flashes) when a vehicle is detected moving in direction B→A. 
 
 
The relays can be set to AB-logic mode and generate a Pulse or a Presence output, by a 
Jumper on LK1 (1-2 or 2-3) on the Printed Circuit Board (PCB). 
 
In Presence-mode the relay output switches from the moment the vehicle enters the front of 
the second loop in the direction of travel until the moment the vehicle exits the second loop. 
 
In Pulse-mode the relay output switches on the moment the vehicle exits the first loop in the 
direction of travel and having occupied both loops in the forward sequence. If the vehicle 
backs-up while still over the second loop another pulse is generated on the relay output for 
the opposite direction in order to allow for accurate counting. 
 

 
 
 
Note 3: Upon delivery, the detector is set not to be in AB-logic mode (default). 
 
8. LED indicators 
The red “POWER” LED will glow permanently as long as power is connected to the detector. 
The green “DETECT” LED’s will glow initially, after switching on the power or after the Reset 
button is used, during which time the detector is going through the tuning procedure 
If the tuning procedure is successful the green DETECT LED’s will extinguish after about 2 
seconds. 
If the tuning procedure is not successful the green DETECT LED’s will flash. The 
installer/operator has to check the correct functionality of the induction loop. 
After a successful tuning procedure the green DETECT LED’s will glow whenever a vehicle 
is detected and the output relays are switched according to the settings. 
The upper green DETECT LED is for Loop 2, the lower green DETECT LED is for Loop 1. 
 
Note 4: If AB-logic operation is selected, both green DETECT LED’s will flash during the 
tuning procedure.   
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9. Housing details 
The housing of the LVD-D2-series is designed to be shelf or DIN-rail mounted. 
The power, loop and relay outputs are all connected to a single 11-pin plug at the rear of the 
housing. 
Optionally, a DIN-rail screw terminal base is available. 
The DIP-switches and indicators are located at the front, see drawing below. 
 

                                     
             Front view                                                                Rear view 
 
 
 
10. Wiring details 
 
Connections of 11-pin connector on the back of the detector (LVD-D2 series) 
  Plus   1 

}230 VAC/50 Hz, 120 VAC/60 Hz, or 24 V AC/DC Zero   2 
Relay 2   3 Loop 2, Common (C ) 

Not used   4   
Relay 1   5 Loop 1, Common (C ) 
Relay 1   6 Loop 1, Normally Open (NO) 

Loop 1   7 
} Twist this pair Loop 1   8 

Loop 2   9 
} Twist this pair Loop 2   10 

Relay 2   11 Loop 2, Normally Open (NO) 

 
 
If you want to place the detector on a Din-rail, a DIN-rail crew terminal is available. 
The type number is: RS-740, see web shop. 
 
11. Loop installation 
For a correct installation of the loops, see our separate brochure: 
“Installation Manual for Loops DVM (English)”, which is downloadable from our webshop. 
 
For cable for induction loops look in our web shop, article LCW-Z100.   
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12. Specification details 
For detailed specifications, see our separate “Datasheet DVM loopdetectors LVD-D2-Series 
(English).pdf”, which is downloadable from our webshop. 
 
13. Compatibility 
The LVD-D2-series is compatible with the following brands and type-numbers: 
 
Functional (*) - and Pin (**) - compatible with the following loop detectors (LVD-D2 series) 

DIABLO Controls DSP-20   
TENET Shenzen PD-0232, PD-0234 

 
Functional (*) - but NOT Pin (**) - compatible with the following loop detectors (LVD-D2 
series) 

AGD Systems 
AGD520-500-01, AGD520-517-001, AGD520-310-
001 

AOPU Industries TLD-410   
BEA Industrial 10MATRIXS-Serie 

Bft Automation LD-200, LD202 
BIRCHER-REGLOMAT ProLoop 2.2 (11 pin) 
CAME   SMA-2, SMA-230 
CAPSYS   STB en STE Serie 
CARLO GAVAZZI LDP2TA2B Serie 
ELDAT   ILD2, ILD22   

ELSEMA   LD-262   
EMX Industries ULT-MPV-2U 
FEIG Industries VEK MNE2 A bis G 
NOBLE Optic Co. LD-200, LD-202, LD-205, LD-206 
NORTECH International PD232, PD234, PD260, PD270 
PEPPERL+FUCHS LC10-2-D   

PROCON Electronics LD200   
RENO A&E   AX2 Serie   
SWARCO Traffic Systems (Weiss Electronic) IG326   
WITT Sensoric Loop 2C-11   
ZOMTECH    LD-260   

 
 

(*) Functional compatible means that the basic functions are present, like: 
pulse on detect, pulse on un-detect, limited presence, frequency shift, sensitivity in steps, 
automatic sensitivity (ASB). Some types may have more possibilities or wider ranges 
(frequency, sensitivity, etc.). Just functional compatible means that the wiring must be 
(partly) adapted. 

(**) Pin-compatible means that the wiring is identical. So, you can just plug this detector in the  
socket of the brands and type numbers mentioned. The wiring does not need to be adapted. 

Note: DVM International B.V. is not responsible for possible errors in the list with compatible 
detectors above. You always have to check yourself the exact specifications of the detector 
to be replaced. We appreciate your passing errors in these lists, so that we can improve 
these compatibility lists. 
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14. Available power supply versions 
 
 
 
 
 

 
15. Warranty 

• A conditional 24 month warranty is offered on all items covering faulty production or 
materials. 

• The warranty period is calculated from the production sticker at the bottom of the 
detector that seals-off the housing of the detector. 

• Goods for return of warranty are to be returned to DVM International B.V. at the 
customer’s expense. 

• Goods repaired or exchanged under warranty will be returned to the customer at the 
expense of DVM International B.V. 

• Warranty specifically excludes any on-site service obligation or liability for any 3rd 
party equipment malfunction or damage, and excludes damage by fire, electrocution, 
accident, misuse, abuse or other cause beyond the normally intended use of the 
product. 

 
Send an email with your complaints/warranty claim to: 
complaints@dvm-international.com 
 
 
16. Sales 
Sales of our products is exclusively through our own web shops in order to limit overhead 
expenses. For the various languages we operate various web shops: 
 
English: Loop detectors  www.loopdetectors.store 
Français: Detecteurs a boucle  www.detecteursaboucle.store 
Deutsch: Schleifendetektoren  www.schleifendetektoren.store 
Español: Detectores de bucle  www.detectoresdebucle.store 
Português: Detectores de laço  www.detectoresdelaco.store 
Italiano: Rilevatori a spira  www.rilevatoriaspira.store 
Polski:  Detektory pętli   www.detektorypetli.store 
Nederlands: Lusdetectoren   www.lusdetectoren.store 
Česky : Smyčkové detektory  www.smyckovedetektory.store 
 

230 VAC (50 Hz) LVD-D2-230 

120 VAC (60 Hz) LVD-D2-120 

12-24 V AC/DC LVD-D2-1224 


